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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEliI l\ND DEFn;I'l'IGNS OF

TE")J;:,~,

UG1.m

For several years it has been the opinion of leading
educators that the curriculum for the first grade has not
been organized to promote the child's best growth and development.

As corrwonly conceived, the most important goal of

this grade has been to teach the child to read.

It is seri-

ously to be doubted if formal, systematic instruction in any
subject is vAluable at this stAi',e of €,rowth.

Such instruc-

tion tends to put pressure upon the child to ,achieve at the
expense of his mental health and an integrAted personality.
The trend of the past decade has been, therefore,
toward postponement of formal instruction, and toward a
luore developmental approach to the curricular requirements
for this important ye81' ,in. "the, :ch.ild's:8,d(;.;8,?-,tion.
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statement of the problem o

It was the purpose of this

study to investigate the curricular demands made of first
grade children in Indiana, and to compare them with the available knowledge of maturation levels so as to ascertain
whether the requirements of curricula were in accordance with
these'maturation levels.

The procedures for this study in-

cluded(a) a review of the literature concerning the levels of

2

,

maturation of the first grade child and their significance in
regard to the curricular demands made of him; (b) the collection and treatment of data concerning curricular requirements
in the first grade throughout the state by means of examination of courses of study for city systems and a questionnaire
sent to first grade teachers in township schools and small
corporations; and (c) the analysis of the data obtained to
show how they are in harmony or in conflict with the maturation levels of the six-year-old ohild.
Importance of the

~tudy.

The past two decades have

brought an increase of knowledge in the field of child development. The researches carried on by Gesell l ,2 in the child
guidance clinics of Yale University have greatly added to
the store of information about the growth and development of
the child at various ages and levels of maturation.

The

studi~s of Hildreth,) Jersild,4 and Prescott 5 have inter-

1 Arnold Gesell, et al, Infant and Child in the Culture of Today (Harper an~Brothers:~ew Yor~944)-.-- --2 Arnold Gesell, et al, The Child from Five to Ten
(Harper and Brothers: NeW-York,-r946).
---- ---- ----) Gertrude Hildreth, Child Growth through Education
(The Ronald Press Company: New York, 1948r:----4 Arthur T. Jersild, et al, Child Development and the
Curriculum (Bureau of PUblications, Teachers College, Columbia Univers~ty: New York, 1946).
.

5 The Staff of the Division on Child Development and
Teacher Personnel, Helping Teachers Understand Children
(American Council on Education: Washington, D. C., 1947).

3
preted these new findings in terms of educational objectives.
A lag always exists between the philosophy of educa-

tion and its pr3ctices.

The lag may be great or small.

The

recent survey made by Benjamin Fine 6 showed the average small
town school to be twenty-five yeHrs behind in current educational practices.

Thus, curricular requirements at the first

grade level in the light of this survey would tend to conflict with the trend toward a more developmental approach to
the content and organization of the curriculum.
Whether such a lag in practice exists in the public
schools of Indiana, and to what extent curricular requirements have been influenced by the present-day knowledge of
child development is important to teachers and to all those
interested in the welfare of the child.
II.
. Curriculum.

DEFINITION OF TEi{[,[S USED
.The term curriculum, as used by modern

educators, is a very broad one implying much more than the
listing of subjects to be taught.

It may be regarded as all

those experiences which the child may be given under the
direction of the school.

It involves understandings, skills,

activities, problem-solving, attitudes, and appreciations.

6 Benjamin Fine, Our Children Are Cheated (Henry Holt
and Company: New York, 1947) p. 142.

4
It implies a selection and organization of experiences in
terms of the growth and development of the whole child, and
in such a way as to be educative.
Curricular reQuirements.

By curricular requirements

is meant those specific objectives, learnings, or skills
which a child at any given grade level is expected to achieve.
Such reQuirements are usually set up in a course of study, or
outline of subject-matter, which is adopted for a pnrticular
school or school system.

Curricular requirements mayor may

not be in agreement with the concept of curriculum as above
stated.
Formal instruction.

The presentation of any sUbject

in a systematic manner which requires comprehension and mastery of all the abstract elements relating to it may be regarded as formal instruction.

Reading is formally presented

when the child is required to recognize, to interpret, and
to respond to reading symbols.

Arithmetic is formally pre-

sented when he is required to respond to number symbols with
the correct answer.

Likewise, writing is formally presented

when the child is taught the letter forms which make up his
name or a word.
the

~astery

The objective of all formal instruction is

of the skills involved.

Activitl program.

In contrast to formal instruction,

the activity program is a guided series of informal experI

5

iences which help the child to make social adjustments,
acquire wholesome attitudes, and develop habits of conduct
and of work which are essential to his educational

growth~

Activity programs provide much opportunity for bodily movement, construction work, objective problem-solving, and
language development.
of reading, writing,

They may also involve the utilization
n~1bers,

and other specific skills.

The

dominant aim of the activity program, however, as regards the
first grade child, is social development.

Such academic

learnings as may occur are of secondary iluportance.
Developmental norms.

When the majority of children

act in a certain way at a given age, such behavior is regarded as normal for that age.

Thus, developmental norms

describe those gradients of growth which the average child
achieves at various maturation levels.

Norms are not rigid

standards to which a child must conform to be normal, but
they are indispensable guides which help the educator to
know what may be expected of him at different ages.

Norms

are valuable to use when setting up objectives at any grade
level.
· i

Levels of maturation.

Maturation refers to the se-

quential unfolding of the growth patterns which are inherent
in the child.

The levels of maturation are the specific

stages of maturity which a child has achieved at a given

6
time.

It is the level of maturation which he has reached

which indicates his readiness to acquire certain skills,
habits, learnings, and understandings.
Developmental approach.

When the school takes into

account the maturation of the child and the developmental
norms in planning the curriculum and the specific requirements at any grade level, it is using the developmental
approach in the setting up of its educational objectives.
Such a school adapts its curriculum to the needs of the child'
rather than attempts to make him conform to arbitrary standards.

The present trend in education practice emphasizes

thisapproacho
III.

ORGANIZATION OF TIm REUAINDER OF THE THESIS

The remainder of the thesis will be concerned with
the presentation and analysis of the investigation.
ter II will present the maturation levels of the

Chap-

six-year~

old child and their significance in regard to the first
grade curriculum.

Chapter III will discuss the method and

the sources of data.

Chapter IV will present the results

of the study, and Chapter V will analyze those results in
terms of the problem' of the investigation, and give the
conclusions and recommendations drawn from the study.

7
IV.

LD.lITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Gathering data by means of a questionnaire has its
limitations.

No questionnaire can be devised which would

obtain the information which observations made by a personal
visit to the classroom and an interview with the teacher
would yield.

The questions asked on a questionnaire may not

be interpreted as they are intended.

There is the further

risk that the returns will be insufficient for the purpose
of the study

0

Information obtained through examination of courses
of study is probably more satisfactory, but there is the
possibility that school systems will be unable to furnish
copies of their courses of studies.

Some school systems do

not have the content of curricula definitely stated.
In spite of its limitations, the method used in this
study was the most feasible for getting the type of information desired.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATUfill
The term

norm~

refers to patterns of behavior which

research has found to be nornal at the various levels of
maturation.

These patterns are not molds which shape be-

havior into specific developmental forms.

B.a ther, they are

signposts which indicate the course of development and·the
characteristics of each point along the way.
Norms do not infer that behavior patterns are identical for all children.

Individuation appears at every point

on the ascending spiral.of development, but each point is
made manifest by certain general tendencies which are present
in a sufficient nWllber of persons tha t they may be regclrded
as normal at that level of maturation.
Maturation implies the total process of growing and
develQping.

The child matures continuously as he ascends the

spiral; but he also reaches progressive levels at which he
displays the norms by which his development may be judged.
He does not remain at one level, but is continuously moving
on toward the next.

The

m~turation

process is not just a

progression upward on the spiral but an expansion outward as
well.

Each level the child reaches shows not only the height

of his ascent, but the breadth of his advance.
in both quantity and quality as he matures.

Norms increase

9

When regarded in this light, norms are of much

signi~

ficance in understanding the child and in guiding his education in accordance with his maturation.

As Jersild states:

The idea of the norm, of what is llnormal ll or average or approxim8tely to be expected, is an essential one whether we simply wish to describe children
or wish to do smlething to help them. It operates
in our everyday dealings with children whether or not
we happen to be familiar with' the results of measurements of mental and physical traits. . . • The idea
of the norm, of a standard of comparison is not only
useful but indispensable as a tool in dealing with
human nature. l

........

. . .

.......... .....

Norms are not only useful in defining approximately what may be expected at a given level of
maturity in a given activity, but also provide a
corrective against trying to push one aspect of the
child's development at the expense of the'others.
I.

THE

NOm~S

2

FOR THE SIX-YEAR-OLD

The norms which describe the first grade Child, as
given by Gesell in the most recent publication of his researches,) show him to be an unpredictable person.

He is

variable not only in respect to his differences from other
children of his age group, but also within himself.

This

1 Arthur T. Jersild, et aI, Child Development and the
Curriculum (Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University: New York, 1946), p. 26.
2 Ibid., p. 27.

) Arnold Gesell, et aI, The Child from Five to Ten
(Harper and Brothers: New York,-r946), Chapter-O:- -----
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fluctuating element in his development is his most

outstand~

ing characteristic.
The

~ix-year-old

growth cycle is a transitional

The sixth-year molars are erupting.

one~

A more refined use of

both large and small muscles is being acquired, and this
leads to new areas of experience.

The child is groping his

way to new intellectual insights.

Gesell, describing these

transitions, says:
The action-system of the c~ild is now undergoing
growth changes comparable in their way to the eruption of the sixth-year molars. New propensities,
new feelings, new actions are literally coming to
the surface, because of the profoufd development in
the underlying nervous system. . •
The sixth year is a bi-polBryeDr.

The child cannot

adequately cope with all the changes that are taking place
within him.

He reveals this by his inability to choose be-

tween opposites.

He cannot make decisions readily.

to swing from one extreme to the other.
he regrets it and wants what he rejected.

He tends

Having made a choice
Having made a de-

cision he reverses it and does just the opposite.
Physical maturation.

The six-year-old is very active.

He is in almost constant motion.

He has a certain dramatic

quality with which new experiences are expressed and organized through muscular activity.

4 Ibid.,pp. 89-90.

He throws his whole organism

11

into whatever he does.
He has achieved active balance of his body.
swing, respond to rhythmic motions, and has not long
learned to skip with both feet.

He can
sinc~

He bounces and tosses a ball

and sometimes can catch one successfully.
and delights in performing stunts.

He tries to skate,

·All these newly acquired

skills tend to make him over-confident.

He attempts things

beyond his motor development, and often appears to be clumsy
when he fails to carry them off successfully.
Fine motor coordinations are Sill in the making.

The

child can use fingers and hands in many ways,. but the end
product~

,

are still crude.

much regard for pattern.
scissors is beyond him.

He cuts impulsively, without too
Sometimes the Inanipulation of
Writing, too, is difficult because

of his lack of precision.
His eyes are not yet fully developed.

They will not

reach"their full development for several years.

Consequently,

following a line of print across the page may be a complicated task.
The child is not as sturdy as he was at an earlier
age.

He is much more susceptible to diseases.

increase in
plications.

allergie~,

He has an

and frequent sore throats with com-

Frequent illnesses cause much absence from school

during his first year.
Social maturation.

The first grade child has made

~2

much progress in social development, but he is still a

fresh~

man in his adjustments to the world of people and his place
in it.

He plays the leading role in his own life's drama.

He has a marked interest in making and having friends, but
he is not very far advanced in this art.

He may no longer

bite, pull hair, or strike a child when he makes friendly
advances, but he is apt to begin his friendships by namecalling.
He likes to play in groups of two, and is inclined to
exclude a third child.
in his play.

There is much quarreling and combat

He is aggressive in both speech and actions,

and ftefiant when

opposed~

He has not yet made a clear distinction between himself and other selves.

He lives in a world where the "I"

expands in all directions about him and others are small dots
on a far horizon whom he identifies with the satisfaction of
his own needs.

He identifies tham as playmates, but not as

other selves.
It is this identification of himself with everything
about him that makes his sense of property very weak.

He

cannot properly distinguish between what is his and what is
not.

He sees things he wants and needs, so he appropriates

them without being clearly aware of whose property they are,
and with little understanding of the implications in the act
of taking them.

1)

The six-year-old has very crude manners.

He easily

forgets the polite conventional phrases, and is awkward in
social situations.

He is able to look squarely at people

when he greets them, and if given the exact words to say, he
may be able to repeat them.

He can entertain his own con-

temporaries in small numbers, and likes to help entertain
adult guests.
Emotional maturation.

The sixth year is an unstable

year, for the child tends to go to extremes.

He can take

big things in his stride, but he may go to pieces over something quite trivial.
bi-polarity.

This is another example

of his

His outbursts of temper are frequent, and he

has expressed likes and dislikes.

At home he is apt to be

8

non-conformist, but at

school he is inclined to accept routine and discipline.

He

is easily disturbed by his school experiences, and may acquire
a distaste for school

resul~ing

from a disagreeable learning

experience or a quarrel with a friend.

However, he usually

likes school and is happy there if he is successful in securing a satisfying amount of attention.
The emotional expression of the six-year-old manifests itself in an increase of tensional outlets.
these are stormy outbursts.
such as hair

~wisting,

Some of

Some are much more diffused,

leg swinging, foot tapping, nail

14
biting, or nose picking.

Some are purely verbal, suches

name-calling, threatening, and using mild profanity.

other

outlets are manifested in repetitive muscular releases-blinking, throat clearing, twitching of one side of the face,
or head shaking.
There is a marked increase of fear responses at six.
Preschool fear of animals may show a temporary rise.

The

elements such as thunder, rain, and wind, or man-made noises
\

like a siren, loud static, or a pr?gram on the radio may
also give rise to fears.

The child has fears of certain

human beings, and of fictions like the bogey-man or ghosts.
He has a

qui~e

often misunderstood fear of injury to his own

body, or of some deformity.

His response to fear is usually

withdrawal, for he is unable to handle it by himself.

He

needs to be helped to approach situations compulsively by
building up positive responses in minute stages.
·The emotional,pattern of the six-year-old is of the
"either--or" type; he is very good or very bad.
new experiences with shyness or with abandon.

He meets
He brags that

he knows everything or refuses to answer a question.
craves praise, and is resistant to criticism.

He

He resents

arbitrary discipline, ,but he will accept correction after
an intervening

~eriod

of time.

He wants always to be first,

to be the best loved, and to win all the games.
yet learned how to lose like a good sport.

He has not

15
Concerning the nature of emotional maturation, Gesell'
states:
The shift in emotions from five-and-a-half to
six-and-a-half is almost as though the child were
passing through an emotional spectrum from dark to
light. The new sense of self which is emerging at
five-and-a-half years is working pretty much in the
dark. Gradually with further organization there is
a real shift from the more neBative emotions into a
positive zone. By six, the child is becoming more
happy. He laughs and squeals . . . . He seems to
feel the beauty of a sunset, and the Brandeur of
clouds, and the mysteriousness of insect sounds in
the summer twilight. He is said to be angelic at
times, to be more generous, to be companionable and
sympa the tic. Al though he may 'have strong like and
dislikes, his preferences illay show real taste. 5
Mental maturation.

The mental development of the

six-year-old is characterized by the expansion and elaboration of his play interests.

He engages in much imaginative

play, likes to pretend, to tell make-believe stories, and to
dramatize.

He enlarges upon his accounts of his own exper-

iences with much exaggeration.

He uses blocks and toys

creatively and constructively.

He paints, draws, colors,

uses clay, and does simple carpentry.

He plays table games

such as dominoes, anagrams, and he likes to work jigsaws.
He likes games that are "playing at" school, or involve the
use of his newly acquired academic skills.
The first grade child likes to be read to, and especially to hear stories about himself.

5 Ibid., p. 111.

He likes stories about

· the activities of children, animal stories, and poetry.

He'

is less selective in his choice of stories, and may be disturbed by the unpleasant events which occur in some types
of stories.

He is not ready yet to assimilate fairy stories

and may react to them with strong feeling.

He has a general

interest in comic books and likes tQ try to read or have them
read to him.
he is

He may read familiar stories from memory, and

beginnin~

to recognize words, phrases, and short sen-

tences.
The six-year-old enjoys phonograph records and radio
programs.

He prefers talking programs with some Nusic, or

adven ture storie s of children.

He enj oys home LlOvie s a tout

nature, animals, and his own early life.
He has an extended vocabulrry of perhaps two thousand
words which he uses

aggre~sively

and vehemently.

He is con-

stantly acquiring new words and especially likes to use big
words.

He gains sentence sense, and learns to organize

ideas in sequence.

He call relate stories and experiences

with an expressive choice of words.

He talks now without

infantile articulation.
His knowledge of mathematics is advancing.

He is

gaining concepts of number meaning, and is learning to think
in terms of quantity--two of this, or five of that.

He can

count by rate to thirty or more, and can count rationally
up to twenty~

His concepts of numbers above twenty are vague.
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He can name coins, and tell the number of pennies in a nickel
or dime.

He is interested in simple measurements using ruler,

tape, yardstick, quart, or spoon.

He learns to read and

wri te numbers up to twenty,· but there are many reversals.
In his drawing he has become more realistic.

He makes

the legs of a man with two strokes ins tead of one, showing a
developing sense of the second dimension.

There is more

detail in his drawings, and he often accompanies them with
descriptive interpretations.
He prints all the capital letters with few reversals,
for these are more adapted to his motor abilities.

He makes

small letters with more difficulty and many reversals.

His

writing tends to be large and irregular, increasing in size
as he proceeds across a page.

He may be aware that he makes

reversals in his writing, but he does not see the need to
correct, them.
-The six-year-old likes to work.

He can shift easily

from one task to another, but he works in spurts and has a
relatively short attention span.

If encouraged, he will

finish a piece of work, but the finishing has somewhat the
element of a new beginning.

It is the middle of a task that

weighs him down and confuses him.
His greatest difficulty is making up his mind.
often gets mixed up about his decisions.

He

He shifts back and

forth between' choices; he may decide upon one thing, but do

18
just the opposite.
seldom change it.

Once he has made up his mind he will
He is developing concepts of good and

ba~,

but the meaning of these words are determined by his p"3rents.
What they approve is good, and what they disapprove is bad.
He is not yet ready to take much responsibility for his acts.
Con~equently, he is adept at blaming_others and alibiing for

himself.
Time has more meaning to the six-yeBr-old, but dura-,
tion itself has little significan?e.

He understands the

future in terms of holidays and birthdays, and the past in
terms of his own life.

He has little interest in telling

time beyond the' even hou.rs, and such abstract tBrms as fifteen minutes are beyond his understanding.
He is expanding his spatial relationships by extending
his interests to include the neighborhood and school as well
as his,home.

He knows the streets in his neighborhood, can

locate- the major points of interest, but he may get lost if
he does not follow a specific route to and from where he is
going.

All spatial concepts are comparatively indiscrim-

inative.
II.

THE DEVELOPMENTilL NORMS AND THE CURRICULUM

The norms which have been described have a particular
significance to' the educational objectives set up for the
/?iJ[-year-old., •As previously stated, there has been a concen-
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tration of these objectives around reading, mathematical
computation, and writing.

There is much to support the prev-

alent belief that the sixth year is not conducive to the
attainment of these skills because of the bodily changes,
the strong urge for activity, the emotional disequilibrium,
and thebi-polarity which are the dominant characteristics
of this age.

Specific goals of achievement in academic

skills demand more of the child than he is able to cope with
during such a transitional stage pf development.
Reading.

It would be well to consider just what de-

mands the process of learning to read makes on a first grade
child.

First, he must learn to hold a book between the

thumbs and fingers of rather small hands.

He must hold the

book at a certain distance from his eyes and in a certain
position.

He must learn to balance the book in one hand,

loosening his grasp and lifting his thumb as he turns the
page with the other 'hand.

To do this, not only without

dropping the book, but with ease and dexterity, requires a
far more complex series of motor coordinations than many
teachers are able to appreciate.

The feat is difficult to

do even when sitting, and it becomes something of an ordeal
when standing.
Another 'complicated series of coordinations must be
performed by ,the eyes, which have not yet reached their full

20

development.

The child must learn to focus his eyes on a

line of print, which appears to him as queer black marks arranged in groups marked off by minute spaces.

If there were

only one line on the page this would be difficult enough; but
he must learn to keep his eyes on one line among other lines
withoutpermitting'them to stray abo~e or below it.

His eyes

should move along rhythmically with few regressions.

His eye

span, which normally can accomodate only two or three letters
at a fixation,must take in letter, groupings of varying
lengths.

An illustration will show some of the difficulties

involved in these mechanics.

A typical line of print in a

preprimer looks' like this:
See Baby run and play.
To the child, during the brief fixations of his eyes, it may
appear. this way:
Se

e B,

ab

y r

an

d

pl

aYe

This illustration shows only the groupings of letters
perceived at a fixation without regressions.

Only a very

advanced child would get it in so few fixations.

According

to Gates, the average number of fixations per line during the
beginning stage of reading is twenty, and the average number
of regressions isfive. 6
~

6 Arthur'I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading (The
Macmillan Company: New Yor~1947), p. 188-.-
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Besides all these mechanical skills, reading involves
the ability to translate strange-looking symbols into language.

These symbols probably appear to the child much as

Chinese characters do to adults.

The following illustration

is a picture of what the child may see when he looks at a
printed page for the first time, sUbstituting other characters for the letters of the alphabet:

/\lID ID '"'":) '0 O'7f" tr_

tV"" -:;) 0 mr

"Q >-. •

"':::r.c:

'0 C.Q..

0-_'0;>0...

When the child reads, he must recognize a certain
grouping of these characters as standing for a word.
must translate them into that word.

He

After recognizing a

series of these symbol groupings, he must grasp the idea
which they convey and translate them into their language
counterparts.

He must perform all these skills of both

language and mechanics, simultaneously, and with some degree of

a~curacy,

fluency, and expression.

To say the least,

this is no small task.
Learning to read demands, further, that the child
must restrain movement for periods of time in a body in which'
there isa constant

~rge

to be in motion.

It demands a con-

centration of attention thut is intensive and exhausting at
a time when he naturally experiences fatigue easily.

The

six-year-old'iearns most readily through activity, but the
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reading process is not, for the most part, conducive to the'
utilization of this technique.

Some schools enphasize silent

reading to such a degree that they completely discourage all
lip movements.

For a child who still does most of this think-

ing out loud and has a need for verbalization, this is an
exacting demand.
The average program for the first grade requires not
only the mastery of reading skills, but also the covering of
an extraordinary amount of reading material.

In the program

of the average basic reading series for the first year, there
are about 525 pages of printed matter.
the readiness materials.a school year.

To

re~uire

This does not include

Ordinarily, there are 180 days in
the normal child to complete so

many pages of reading would mean putting him under the pressure of time •
. Learning to read also requires regular attendance on
the

p~rt

of the child.

Yet, the sixth year is one in which

there is much illness and when epidemics are prevalent.

The

average child, being irregular in his school attendance, may
miss as many as fifteen consecutive days, and, during his
absence, he will have missed the introduction to and the mas- .
tery of from forty to sixty new words.

Even a bright child

experiences a good deal of frustration when confronted with
a situation such as this.
Finally, the concentration of the curriculum upon
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reading in the first grade requires the child to be exposed'
to a great amount of formal instruction.

It means that other

activities which are important for his wholesome developmept
must give way to the reading program.

It means a certain

inflexibility of schedule at a time when the child is a poor
subject for fixed standards and formalized procedures.
All these demands which are made upon the child make
it clear that many more factors are involved in the process
of learning to read than the attainment of the necessary
mental age.

At what mental age the child becomes ready to

learn to read has not been definitely established.

Gates

regards it to be six years,7 but other authorities place it
at six-and-a-half. 8
Children do not come to school, however, in terms of
mental age, but in terms of chronological age.

In the aver-

age room, where the requirement for school entrance is a
minimum age of five .years, eight months, children will range
from this age up to six years, seven months.

Out of every

fifty children in this range of chronological age, twentyfour, or nearly 50 per cent, will have mental ages below
six-and-a-half.

Only a small number will actually be ready

7 Ibid., p. 143.
8 Emmett Albert Betts, The Prevention and Correction
Reading Difficulties (Row, Peterson and Company: Evanston,
Illinois, 193'6), p. 69.

£!
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for reading, when all the factors of readiness are considerea.
The question is whether the amount of reading which is usually
attempted in this grade is desirable, when these facts obtain,
and when the child has so many other adjustments to make.
Several studies have been devoted to this important
question.

One of the most extensive-was carried on in the

public schools of Los Angeles, California. 9
cluded 6943 entering first grade children.
ployed involved (1) determining

t~e

This study inThe method em-

mental age by means of-

intelligence tests; (2) collecting sUbjective data (through
teacher rating) concerning intellectual, physical, and enlOtional factors; (3) discovering the physical conditions;
(4) summarizing and evaluating results; (5) collecting information of success and failure at the end of a semester;
and (6) making comparative studies.
·The data gathered in this study showed that 3261 (or
50.9 per cent) of these children had mental ages less than
severity-six months.

There were 3151 (or 49.1 per cent) who

had mental ages of seventy-six months or above.

All those

whose mental ages were less than seventy-six months were
assigned to transition Bl rooms, and the introduction to for- .
mal reading was postponed.

A large number of those who had

9 Elizabeth Woods and staff, "A Study of Entering Bl
Children in the Los Angeles City Schools," Journal of Educational Research; 3l:9-l9,-September, 1937.
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mental ages of seventy-six months or above were also

assigne~

to these rooms because they were not considered ready to read.
The study further showed that although a child might
enter the Los Angeles schools at age five years and nine
months, even though he had an intelligence quotient of one
hundred, he would not attain the mental age of seventy-six
months for a period of seven months.

Even of the children

whose mental ages were eighty-one months and above, there
were still 6.3 per cent who had tq be retained in grade Bl.
The conclusions of this study state:

(1) The result indicates that it might be better
to defer reading for all pupils until they have
reached the "mental maturity represented by average
Al pupils.

. . (2). .The. .procedure
. ... .. . . . . .. . . . .. ...
of placing a large proportion

of Bl pupils in transition Bl has reduced the large
percentage of failure on the Bl level from 20 per
cent to 11.4 per cent.
(3) While the transition group has helped the
individual child to make a better adjustment, the
procedure of putting children in such groups has
obscured the fun~amental need which confronted
educators, namely, removing formal reading from the
Bl grade. If such a large proportion of average
children are not ready for reading when they enter"
the first semester of the first grade, it is obvious that to correct the situation the teaching
of reading should be deferred until later. lO

An investigation made to discover the permanence of
reading skills acquired by children below six years of age

10 Ibid., p. 19.
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was carried on in the public schools of st. Paul, Nebrask8.~1
The Nebraska constitution provides that school districts must
provide instruction for all children betvJeen the abes of five
and twenty-one.

Therefo~e,

the enrollment of five-year-old

children in the first grade is the rule rather than the exception.
In the fall of two successive years, the Detroit
Kindergarten Test was administered to all entering first
grade children in this sOhbol.

The following year, the

Metropolitan Readiness Test was administered to the entering
group.

The three groups were given reading instruction, and

their achievement measured at the end of grade one and at
the beginning of grade two.

The following points are stated

in conclusion:

"

(1) It is possible for children who enter Grade
I before they reach the age of six to make normal
progress in reading skills during the first year •
. (2) The skills attained by such under-age children lack permanence and tend to disappear during ,
the swnmer months between Grades I and II.
(3) The loss between Grades I and I I is not
made up in succeeding years, and these children
tend to be permanently retarded to about the degree
as they are at the beginning of Grade II.
(4) Intelligence tests and reading readiness
tests have less prognostic value for children
chronologically under sif2years of age than they
have for older children.

_
11 B. V .. ,Keis ter, "Reading Skills Acquired by FiveYear-Old Children," Elementary School Journal, 41-587-596,
April, 1946. ,
12
'
,Ibid. J p. 596.
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Whether it is possible for immature children to be
taught to read has been the subject of other investigations.
Gates, summarizing these, says: tlAlthough the data seem to
indicate that it is possible to organize materials and methods to teach children to read at a mental age of 5.0 or higher, they do not in any way imply it is desirable to do so.,,13
The desirability of postponing the formal introduction
to reading until the latter half of first grade or even later,
and of limiting the amount of material to be introduced is
advocated by other students in the field of child development.
Prescott writes concerning this:
• • • We know that it is of doubtful advisability
to teach a child to learn to read until he has the
mental, physical, and social maturity normal to a
child of six years and six months. According to the
normal curve of probability a considerable nrnaber
of children will not reach this mental level until
their chronological age is seven or higher; therefore, it is evident at one that we are asking the
almost impossible from this group of children.
Furthermore, by asking the average group to undertake
thfs learning during their first year in school . • •
we are asking most of them to work up to the maximum
of their ability at a time when they already are
confronted with a tremendous number of adjustments. 14
Arithmetic.

The average first grade program also de-

mands much of the child in the mastery of arithmetical skills ..
13 Arthur I~ Gates, "The Necessary Mental Age for Beginning Reading," Elementary School Journal, 37:508~ March,
1937.
14 Alf~ed Prescott, et al, Emotion and the Educative
Process (American Council onEducation: Washington, D. C.,
1938) , p. 230-31.
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Although not as much time is devoted to number work as to
reading, it is often burdened with number concepts in their
most abstract form.

Counting, reading, and writing numbers

to one hundred, and the mastery of addition and subtraction
combinations are emphasized.
Counting objects up to twenty"has some value to the
Child, but the counting is usually extended to one hundred
or farther, which is of relatively little value since number
concepts above twenty are vague and undifferentiated.
I·

ing numbers involves the recognition of
very different from word recognition.

s~ubols

Read-

and is not

The child may not

associate the symbol he reads with the corresponding concept
of quantity.
Likewise, addition and subtraction are

meaningf~l

only

when objects are manipulated into groups which the child oan
combine in a concrete manner.

Addition and subtraction

combinations, when written on the board, given in a workbook,
or presented on flashcards for drill, are something quite
different~

The first process involves putting together and

taking away, which is objective.

The latter is just a memor-

ization of number facts to which the child responds verbally
or by writing with the correct answers.
All numb.erwork in the first grade which is presented
formally,. as skills to be mas tared, demands tha t the child
mak~ a transition to abstractions for which he is not quite

ready.

It requires not only thinking in terms of arithmeti-.
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cal processes, but the use of reading and writing skills as
well.

These latter two quite often divert his attention

from the mathematical objective--that is, gaining number
concepts.
Here again it is not merely the question of the necessary mental maturity which is needed -to master arithrnetical
skills, but whether such attainments are best for the child
in this grade.

The recent investigations on this problem

tend to show that postponement of ,these skills is advisable.
Washburne and his cOIilluittee have reached this conclusion in their researches:
While children at· this men tGl age [six years,
seven months] can learn addition facts with swus of
10 and under and the easy subtraction facts, there
is much doubt whether systematic instruction in
aritilluetic should begin so early. Even these two
elements are better learned a year later. Experimental evidence is beginninG to accumulate to
indicate that this yeAr, and possibly the next
should be devoted largely to informal experiences
and activities to give children real concepts of
numbersl~nd space relations, without any systematic
drills •.
The researches of McCann and Dalrymple reach approximately the same conclusions:
Children in the first and second grades can successfully do some drill ~ork but there is no profit

15 Carleton Washburne, "The Work of the Committee of
Seven on Grade Placement in Arithmetic," Thirty-Eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the study of Education, Part

I;"l939,J):" 309:---

-

-- --

-
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in i t . .
Here automatic responses mean little
or nothing to the child . . . . First and second
grade children show a readiness for number concepts
and relationships when the work is presented through
experiegce units and is on their social and mental
level. l
Making nwnber concepts mecmingful in terms of normal
development should be the guiding principle in the teaching
of ari thIo.etic in the first grade.

Concerning this Hildreth

states:
The experience curriculum makes beginning arithmetic easier for the child beQauseit eliminates
"busy work" with number symbols. Instead, learning.
through experiences forces the child to think through
the real problems, simple though they may be, that
arise in his daily life. The study of numbers should
begin with the first months of school, there should
be much counting, handling of play or real money,
measuririg of a variety of things, estimating sizes
and amounts, and reading the clock and thermometer.
Yet all the while the child may not have to put down
a simgle combination on paper. He will be doing his
number work "in his head" just as most grownups do
in real life. When number syro.bols are introduced,
they should be linked to concrete objects so as to
insure meaningful learning instead of mere memorization without understanding. In all this learning
nothing should be forced or hurried, but skill with
numbers will steadily increase as the children's
experiences enlarge and their minds mature. 17
Writing.

The average school does not demand as much

of the child in writing skills as in nllinbers and reading.

16

.

Bernice McCann and Charles O. Dalrymple, "Teaching
the New Arithmetic in a Third Grade," Education, 65:493.
April, 1945.
17 Gertrude Hildreth, Child Growth Throu~ Education.
(The Ronald Press Company: New York, 1948), p. 254.
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Manuscript writing has become generally adopted.

A study

made by Freeman to determine the extent to which manuscript
writing is being used shows that it has been adopted for use
in grades one and two in more than 84 per cent of the cities
of the country.18

Freeman concludes from his study:

•.• • The opinions expressed by triOse who have used
manuscript wri ting in these grades overwhelr:lingly support the practice. The advantages greatly outweigh
the disadvantages and the latter can be largely overcome by suitable preparation a nd planning. If current practice and opinion are to be relied on, the
policy of teaching manuscript writing in the first
two grades is clearly ~upported by the inquiry~19
Manuscript writing is most

d~sirable

for young child-

ren because it requires much less complex motor coordinations
than the cursive form.

It also parallels the reading situa-

tion and meets the reading needs.

The reasons for teaching

manuscript in the first grade are expressed in an article by
William H. Johnson.

He writes:

.• . • Manuscript wri ting . . • was introduced in
Grade I for two reasons: it is the easiest means
of satisfying the young child's desire for expression,
and it aids in the process of learning to read . . . •
Since manuscript writing is well suited to primary
grade activities, the complicated process of learning
cursive forms can conveniently be delayed until their
use is convenient and economical. The change to a more
rapid form of cOlilluunication is indiceted when the child

18 Frank W. Freeman, "Survey of Manuscript Writing in
the Public SchoQls,ft Elementary School Journal, 46:.375-380,
March, 1946.
19 Ibid., p. 380.
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displays sufficient muscular control to produce
rhythmic movements required in cursive writing
a~d when he f~Bds manuscript too slow to serve
hlS purposes.
There are school systems, however, which still adhere
to the cursive style, and still others which require the
transition from manuscript to cursive writing during the
first grade.
Writing in either form is usually introduced early in
the first grade, often during the first week.
thrust so abruptly into the

techni~ues

The child,

of writing, is put

under considerable tension because the adjustments of entering school are already conslliQing most of his nervous energy.
He is not imr!lediately ready to acquire the fine coordinations
of motor ability which even the comparative simplicity of
manuscript writing call into play.
Writing is usually introduced on the blackboard before
on

pap~r,

as practice on the blackboard is more conducive to

free arm movements.
of the .child.
.

Desirable as this is, it makes exactions

He must learn how to hold a piece of chalk in

the correct position in his hand, and how to make a mark with
just the right amount of pressure to avoid breaking the chalk,.
yet producing a clear stroke.

He must control the chalk so

that his marks are steady, and he must make them conform to a

20 William H. Johnson, "The Improvement of Handwriting,"
Elementary School Journal, 43:9, October, 1942.
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specified pattern.

This is not as easy as it sounds even with

manuscript writing.

It takes very intricate eye-hand coordi-

nations to make a round circle and affix to it a straight
line, and it takes real skill to make the line barel! touch
the side of the circle without overlapping or missing it.
The problem involved in board 'writing are enough to
surmount.

The child is also expected to learn to write on

paper in the first grade, and the transition from board to
paper is not an easy one.

Children who have gained profi-

ciency at the board often find paper writing quite laborious.
A whole new set of motor coordinations is required.

The child must now leArn'how to hold and manipulate a pencil
'i'~

;

correctly--much different from holding a piece of chalk.

~

He

must learn a complicated combination of finger, hand, and
arm movements •. At the board he used chiefly arm movements;
his fingers were used to hold the chalk firm.

He must also

learn to proceed across the paper from left to right, and return to the left side for the next line.

His product must not

only be legible, but must conform to standards of letter size,
r

uniformity, and alinement.

In addition, he is expected to

recognize and interpret what he is writing.

The standards

for attainment demand'correctness of form at a time when he
has a tendency to make reversals, and does not see the need
to correct his errors.
The child must achieve proficiently in writing in addi-
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tion to meeting the requirements in reading and arithmetic.

A greater part of his school day will be devoted to formal
instruction in these subject areas.

The task is made even

more difficult by the use of a cmapetitive marking system
which measures his achievement on a comparative besis, not
in terms of his maturation level and growth pattern.

He does

not understand this marking system, but he is made painfully
aware that it matters a great deal.

To be judged on such an

arbitrary basis cannot but cause frustration.
In discussing the frustrations which arise frOD too
','

rigid requirements of academic skills Prescott 'says:
On a theoretical basis, and equally from the testimony by teachers and case workers with problem
children, vie CEm infer that in tr,ditional schools
children are often confronted with tasks which are
out of line with their abilities. When this occurs
a continuous tension is set up in the child. This
may be because he works very hard to succeed despite
his handicap, but without success, or because he rejects the task as a goal and is therefore under contin~ous pressure from teacher and perhaps from parents,
too. Culminatin~ these long periods of tension, failure usually COBes with its intensification of emotion.
Under such conditions, it is no wonder that children
dislike school and perhaps learn to rebel against
authority in general as fairly dominative . . . . 21
Gesell has further emphasized the results of exacting
requirements on the child's personality.' He states:
Parents, teachers, and school administrstors may
be unaware of the complex factors both inherent and
environmental which can undermine the morale of a
school-beginner. Sometimes the transition to school·

21 Prescott, £Q. cit., p. 2)0.
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is so blundering that it produces gastro-intestinal
symptoms and severe emotional reactions . . . . The
sensitive and immature children suffer most. Difficulties of adjustment are exacerbated if . . • the
methods of inst~uction are over rigid with excess
stress on academic proficiency, cOQpetitiveness,
and school marks. In some of these instances the
tensions of school entrance are so abnormally weighted
against the child that his mental henlth is overtaxed.
School entrance is no simple transition and it should
be tempered by flexible arrangements of attendance
and program. 22
III.

SUJ\rlI\TI\ HY MID COlWLUSIONS

The conclusions to be reached from the present knowledge of the maturation levels of the six-year-old child
point to the belief that he is in too transitional stage of
development to be expected to aC1uire readinL" ari thmetic,
and writing skills to a very great extent.

It is possible

for the average child to master such skills, but to make
such requirelilents of him puts too much pressure upon him
and results in tensions and conflicts which are a hazard to
his mental health.

The attainment of these skills at this

stage of development, when he is in a state of many-sided
ferment, will have less permanence than if achieved a little
later when he can attain them with greater ease, facility,
and less expenditure of time and effort.
Formalized instruction should be postponed until the
child has attained a readiness for learning.

22 Gesell, ..9.£. cit., p. 96-97.

According to
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•

Hildreth, he has reBched such

state of reAdiness when:

8

(1) He is In.bture enough to learn through thinking
rather than through mechanical memorizing.
(2) Learning meaningfully results in inmediate
success which helps to establish a favorable attitude.
(3) He can learn through self~t8aching, to 8. degree, because he understands the implication of the
problem 23
The program best adapted to the maturation of the first
grade child is one that gives him the opportunity to learn
through experiences and provides for Dluch physical activity.
He requires frequent changes of activity because he is naturally restless and has limited powers of the sustained 8ttention which is necessary for formal, systematic instruction.
The features of the curriculum which are best suited
to the child's development include the following points:
1.

The curriculum should provide considerable oppor-

tunityfor language development.

Conversation, story-telling,

and problem-solving are prerequisite to learning to read.
Many children are hurried into the reading process before
they have· developed sufficient

langua~e

ability to make

read~

.ing a meaningful experience.

jects in concrete situations.

Abstract concepts, such as the

mere recognition of numbers or the memorization of addition

23 Hildreth,££. cit., p. 43-44.

and subtraction combinations, have little place in this
grade.

J.

The curriculum should be centered in activities

in which six-year-olds are normally interested.

These

activities should give the child opportunity for exploration,
arouse his curiosity, and stimulate

~is

questions.

They

should be individual projects as well as group undertakings.

4.

The curriculum should provide opportunity for the

child to listen to stories and nusic, and to drAmatize and
have creative self-expression.

5.

Such academic skills as are introduced forrr1811y

should be delayed until the child is ready, all factors
considered, and the nlliilber and extend of these skills should
be limited.

Their introduction should not put too much

pressure on the child, and should serve a functional purpose.

CHAPTER III
THE :METHOD MJD SOURCES OF DATA
The data for this investigation was obtained through
the examination of courses of study for city school systems,
and through a questionnaire sent tD first grade teachers in
township schools and small corporations through the state.
The courses of £!udy.

Letters explaining the purpose

of the study and asking for copies'of courses of study used
in each school system were sent to eighteen supervisors
throughout the state.

The school systems represented by

these supervisors were New Castle, Kokomo, Mishawaka, LaPorte, Huntington, Colwnbus, Vihcennes, Hammond, East Chicago,
Fort Wayhe, Lafayette, Muncie, New Albany, Michigan City,
Indianapolis, Lake County Elementary, Evansville, and Terre
Haute.
Nine supervisors responded to the letter, seven of whom
sent courses of study, or curriculillfi materials.

Two of the

nine were unable to contribute to the study because they were
in the process of curriculwn revision.
The questionnaire.

A questionnaire was devised consis-

ting of sixteen questions concerning reading, writing, arithmetic, and other phases of curriculwn practice.
tionnaire was

~ent

The ques-

to six hundred first grade teachers through-
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out Indiana.

The names and addresses of the schools of these

teachers were obtained from the files of the state Department
of Public Instruction.

The questionnaire was accompanied by

a short letter ststing its purpose and asking cooperation in
returning it, and by a return envelope.
Of the six hundred

1uestionna~res

returned, and fifteen were not delivered.

moiled, 415 were

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
I.

THE

counsT~s

OF STUDY

Courses of study were one source of data in this investigation.
ination.

Seven school systems sent material for exam-

Some of these courses of study or digests were

much less specific than others in their statement of the
content of the curriculum for the'first grade.

All of them,

however, did show certain trends.
School Systenl

! .. The

materials sent from this system

consisted of five mimeographed outlines of the general content
of curriculum and of health, music, and aim.etic activities.
This system. placed much stress on reading readiness,
and favored delaying the introduction of formal instruction
in reading until children have adequate mental, physical,
social, and emotional development.

As children there had no

kindergarten before en:ering school, the system provided for
an expansion of the first grade program which included varied
activities such as speech, free play, story-telling, poems,
games, dramatization, music, and art.
The specific objectives of the program were:
1.

Reading skills at the primer level were expected.

There was a minimum and maximum program.

The minimum program
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consisted of reading readiness, three basic preprimers, sup-'
plementary preprimers, and a basic primer and workbook.

The

maximwn program supplemented and enriched the minimum by adding more reading materials at the primer level.
2.

Number instruction began with a period for devel-

oping nwnber readiness.

The nwnber skills developed were

concepts of size and comparisons; the identification of number groups to ten; counting, reading, and writing nW1bers to
one hundred; counting by ten's, five's, and two's; recognition
of coins; and use of ordinals first through tenth.

3.
The

Manuscript writing was used in the first grade.

requirementsconsiste~

of recognition and writing of

names in full; recognition and writing of the alphabet in
sequence; writing the alphabet from dictation; and the labeling of pictures.
4.

Through activities in health, English, and social

studies children extended their understanding and development
by means of units of work about the child himself, school
life, home life, and farm life; oral expression through conversation, discussion, planning, and story-telling; written
expression through stories dictated about experiences and
~

activities; corrective work in speech and faulty English;
and habits of cleanliness.
The specific requirements for the first grade were
kept to a minimum, and the emphasis was on providing

;,

meaning~
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ful and constructive experiences.
School System 2.

This school systelQ was composed of

rural and consolidpted schools, and was under county organization and supervision.

The material sent for examination

was a mhleographed booklet giving the program for beginners.
The entrance age for first Gracie children in this system was
six years, which means that the children are more

m8tu~e

than in some schools when they enter school even thou8h they
have had no kindergarten.

The first six weeks of the year

was devoted to a suitable program of activities which were
aimed toward building an appropriate background for readin[o
The specific requirements in this system were:
1.

Preparatory work in reading was accomplished

through the reading readiness period and through experience
charts.

Sight vocabulary was built through chart reading

before the child was introduced to book reading.

He was

expected to be able to read primers fluently and have been
introduced to first readers by the end of the year.
2.
OJ

The arithmetic skills required in the first grade

included counting, read ing and wri ting nWQbers to one hundred; counting by ten's, five's, and two's; identification of
number groups from one to ten; some of the ordinals; concepts
of time measurement, money, and simple fractions; some work
in addition and subtraction.

NWlber skills were introduced

during the first six weeks through both activities and workbooks.

-.
3.
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Manuscript writing was used in grade one.

It was

introduced in the first few weeks of school by blackboard
work.

Transition to writing on paper was made near the end

of the first semester.
correct forn

4.

VVf1S

A

manual was used as a guide, and

er'lphasized.

Social studies, science,

~nd

health were provided

for by means of activities which promote health hibits, give
experiences in social adjustments, and extend understanding
of the physical environment.
The program in this system was a flexible and an adaptive one which took into account the needs of -the child.
School System

1.

The material sent for this school

system was a short curriculwa dil;est.

This diesest outlined

the content of the curriculwu for the school groups wi thin
the system.

It set up certain general requirements for the

primary grades as a whole, not for each grade specifically.
This probebly meant that in this system there were no set
goals as such for attairunent in the first grade.

The ob-

jectives were set up in terms of child deyelopment and types
of experiences rather than in terms of subject matter.
School

System~.

The material received from this

school system was a paper bound mimeographed book concerning
the development of reading interests and skills.

There were

general objectives under the following headings:

"To Gain
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Access to the World's Storehouse of Knowledge; To Understand
What He Reads; To Select Appropriate Reading Materials for
His Particular Purposes; To Use Effective Resding

Techni~ues

in Achieving His Reading Purposes and Goals; To Extend His
Reading Interests; To Find Pleasure in Reading Which Will
Develop into Permanent Interests; To ·Utilize His Out of
School Reading to Extend and Supplement His School Reading;
To Appraise His Growth in Reading."

These topics were dis-

cussed at each grade level, but only in terms of an over-all
picture.

The content and organization of curricular require-

ments in reading were not included in this book.
School

S~stem

2.

The only material sent from this

school system was a mimeographed bulletin describing the
reading procedures in the schools of this system.

The cur-

riculum was a more or less individualized program that was
not expressed in a set course of study form.

The outstanding

points expressed in the bulletin were:
1.

Reading readiness was carried on as a part of the

kindergarten program.
2.
six months.

The entrance age for first grade was six years and
A provision was marle for superior children who

were more mature to be moved from kindergarten into the first
grade at the age of six years.

3.

The child was closely observed throughout kinder-

garten, and he was given tests of several different kinds to
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help estimate his readiness for first grade work.

If he was

not ready for reading at the 8Ge of six years and six months,
it was postponed another six months.

4.

By the time the child finished the first grade,

he had usually read twelve to fifteen books on his grade
level.

5.

A remedial reading

pro~r8m

was provided for those

who might develop some deficiency, or for those who entered
from other systems and were seriously handicapped in reading.
School System 6.
this system were for

The courses of study reQeived from

soc~al

studies,

science~

and English.

The courses of study for reading and arithmetic were under
revision.

Those for science and social studies presented

the unit topics and outline of content to be presented in
each

~rade.

The English course of study presented the oral

and written English activities and procedures with the desirable attainments expressed in general objectives for the
lower and upper elementary groups.
The objectives in either reading or arithmetic can
only be inferred from the activities relating to them in
science and social studies.
ing experience,

These activities included read-

stories printed on charts; reading notices,

captions, and menus; reading books from the library table;
counting the humber of rooms, teachers, classmates, and
school helpers; counting money; recognizing

n~lbers

on doors
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of various rooms and under coat hangers; and recording numbers, such as number of children present or absent.
School System

1.

The materials received from this

system consisted of a series of bulletins on reading, writing,
numbers, social studies, and

languag~.

Children in the schools of this system were closely
observed during their year in kindergarten.
ness

W8S

Reading readi-

developed as a part of the kindergarten program.

The first grade program introduced formal reading activities
after a period of adjustment.
reading including the

fi~st

A complete basic program in

reader was required.

First

grade children were expected to develop the following reading
skills:
1. Skills and abilities needed in word recognition.
2. Skills, abilities and knowledge needed in
locating information •
. 3. Skills and abilities needed in comprehension
and interpretation •
. 4. Skills and abilities needed in good oral
reading.
5. Skills and abilities needed in good silent
reading.
6. Skills and abilities needed in retention.
Formal instruction in arithmetic was not introduced

\" Manuscript writing was used in the first grade, introduced first-on the backboard.

Correct form, legibility, and
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speed were emphasized.

The child was expected to be able to

use writing as a means of expressing himself.

He acquired a

repertoire of words which he used independently to make sentences and short stories.
Social studies experiences connected with living at
home and at school were provided through unit activities of
home and family living.

These "vere to aid in orientation

and adjustment, and have less content and nore experience.
SW@laryo

Of the seven school systems which furnished

curriculum materials, those of three systems stated specific
requirements at. the firs.t grade level.

The materials of

three others were insufficient for complete analysis.

The

content of curriculwa for one of the systems had no set
goals for attainment.

Two of the systems had an entrance

age for first grade which was higher than that generally required~

in one of these, the entrance

B~e

in the other, six years and six months.

was six years, and
The school systems

varied from a somewhat conservative progr2Dl for first grade
to a very adaptive and flexible one.
II.

THE QUESTI01mAIRE

The questionnaire which was sent to six hundred first
grade teachers consisted of sixteen questions.

The responses

to theee, questions on the 415 returned questionnaires were
taoulated according to the type of response.

Some were
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yes--no responses; others

we~e

variable.

The results of the

tabulation have beAn presented in tables with explanations.
Question 1.

How many first grade children in your

room?
The responses to this
ind~cated

questio~,

as shown in Table I,

that the number of first grade children enrolled

in a room ranged from four to forty-nine.

There were eighty

cases, or 19.2 per cent, in which the nwaber of children
enrolled was twenty or less.
teachers stated thet thcrH

iT'S

Of these eighty, fourteen
3nother grade, or that there

were other grades, in their rooms.

It may be assumed that

this was also true in all the cnses in which the nluaber of
children enrolled was ten or less.
To summarize further, there were sixty cases with
twenty-one to twenty-five children enrolled; seventy-two
~ith

cases
with

twenty-six to thirty enrolleo; ninety-one cases

thirty~one

to thirty-five enrolled; eighty cases with

thirty to forty enrolled; and thirty cases with forty-one
to forty-nine enrolled.
The point to be noted in Table I is the heavy concentration of cases in which there were more than twenty-five
children enrolled.

Two hundred seventy-three cases, or 65.8

per cent, exceeded an enrollment of twenty-five children,
with 243, or '58.7 per cent, in the range from twenty-six to
forty;.
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF FIRST

Number of
children

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

;L3

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

,
r

GRt~DE

CHILDREN ENROLLED IN ROOMS

Number of
cases

Nwnher of
ohildren

1
2
2
2
0
2
8
1
1
6
5
9

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

8

10
7

3
13
16
. 10
10
13
11
9

NWl1ber of
cases

24
13
12
14
12
19
20
19
21
16
13
21
14
16
7
7
4
3
3
3
0
2
1
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.{ues tion 2.

VIha t is the m.inimw.o. age for school

entrance?
The responses to this question, as shown in Table II,
indicated that the minimum age for school entrance ranged
from six years, six months to five years.

The distribution

shows that in sixty-five cases, or 15.7 per cent, the minimlla age for school entrance was six years or more.

In 123

cases, or 29.6 per cent, the minimum age ranged from five
yeers, nine months to five years, 'eleven months.

In 209

cases, or 50.4 per cent, it was five years, eight months.
In thirteen cases, or 3.1 per cent, it was fiva years, six
months to five years.
The point to be noted in this distribution is that
in 50.4 per cent of the cases the minimwl1 age for school
entrance was five years, eight months, and that in 345 caGes,
or 83.1 per cent, children uay enter school with a chronological abe of less than six years.
Q.ue~tion

1.

Have your children attended kindergarten?

The responses to this question were Yes, No, or Some.
The response of Some indicated that in some cases only part
or a few of the children had attended kindergarten, and this
was chiefly of the private type.
I,

Table III, page fifty-two,

shows tha t in 307 cases, or 74 per cent, the children who
entered first'grade had not attended kindergarten.

In

thirty-nine cases, or 9.4 per cent, there had been public
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TABLE II
MINI~~1

Number of
cases

Response

k

1
1
63

5 years, 11 months
5 years, 10 months
5 ye2rs, 9 months

37
50
36

29.6

15.7

5 years,

8 months

209

50.4

5 years,
5 years,
5 years

6 months
4 months

10
1
2

3.1

5

1.2

415

100.0

.

Totals

r

Per cent of
cases

6 years, 6 months
6 years, 3 months
6 years

Unclassified

,"

AGE FOR SCHOOL ENTRANCE
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TABLE III
NUMBEH OF CHILDREN ATTENDING KINDERGAHTEN

Response
i

/~

Number of
cases

Per cent of
cases

Yes

39

9.4

No

307

74.0

Some

69

16.6

Totals

415

100.0
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school kindergarten experience, and in sixty-nine cases, or
16.6 per cent, part of the children had had some kindergarten
experience.
Question~.

If

~~,

Do you

how much time do

~.!:!

ha~~ ~

reading readiness program?

give to

~t?

The responses to the first part of this question were
Yes and No.

The results showed that 373 teachers, or 90 per

cent, did have a reading readiness program, and forty-two, or
10 per cent,did not have such a program.
The responses to the second part of the question were
varied.

Some tea chers s t-:; ted d efini tely the nwaber of weeks

devoted to reading readiness, while others stated approximately how much time wr's given.

A sHlc:Jll nwaber responded

that the length of time was indefinite, depending upon the
child.

A few responses could not be classified.
Table IV shows that forty-two teachers, or 10 per cent,

gave no time at all to reading readiness.

Fifty-one teachers,

or 12.3 per cent, spent less than four weeks on reading readiness; 254 teachers, or 61.2 per cent, spent from. four to
eight weeks; sixteen teachers, or 3.9 per cent, spent from
eight to twelve weeks; and thirty-five, or 8.4 per cent, spent
an indefinite time.
The point to note in this distribution is that in 254
cases, or 61.2 per cent, four to eight weeks were given to
reading readiness activities.
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TABLE IV
TIME GIVEN TO

REj~DING

REi\DINESS

Number of
Response

Per cent

None

42

10.1

1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks

2
19
30

12.3

4 weeks
4-6 weeks
6-8 weeks

62
146
46

61.2

8-12 weeks

16

3.9

Indefinite
time

35

8.4

Unclassified

17

4.1

415

100.0

Totals
',~

cases
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Question

2-

When do you begin formal instruction in

reading?
The responses to this question varied from the answer
"first day" to "when the child is ready."

Table V shows that

seventy-nine teachers, or 19 per cent, began formal instruction in reading during the first three weeks of school.

Two

hundred forty-six teachers, or 59.9 per cent, began it from
the fourth to eighth week; thirty-three teachers, or 8 per
cent, began it during the third or fourth month; three teachers, or nine-tenths per cent, began it during the second semester; thirty-seven teachers, or 9 per cent, "began it when
the child was ready.

Sixteen teachers gave answers which

could not be classified.
There are three important trends to be noted in this
distribution of responses.

The first is thrt the formal

introduction to reading was delayed frOll1 four to eight weeks
in 247 cases, or 59.5 per cent.

The second is that in only

thirty-seven cases, or 8.9 per cent, it was delayed until
the child was ready.

The third is that in only three cases,

on nine-tenths percent, was the formal introduction to reading delayed until the second semester of the first grade_
Question.§..

What provision is made for those Who_are

not ready to begin reading?
The re'sponses to this question were varied.

As shown

in Table VI, 111 teachers, or 26.8 per cent, answered that no
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TABLE V
TIME OF BEGINNING FOillvIAL INSTRUCTION IN READING

Response

1st
1st
2nd
3rd

day
week
week
week

4th-6th week
6th-8th week

19.0

33

8.0

3

.7

When ready

37

').0

Unclassified

16

3.8

Totals

•

2
33
13
31

59.5

2nd semester

t

Per cent of
cases

145
102

3rd-4th month

.:

Nwuber of
cases

415 ,

100.0
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provision was made for those who were not ready to read.
Fifty-three teachers, or 12.8 per cent, answered that these
children were provide'] for by LJ.eans of a special group.

One

hundred twenty teachers, or 29 per cent, answered that provision was made by means of extended reading readiness activities.

Eighteen te8chers, or 4.4

pe~

cent, answered that

these children 1IJere given more prepriuer work .

Twenty-one

teachers, or 5 per cent, answered thAt these children were
provided with seatwork and activities to keep them busy.
Seven teachers, or 1.7 per cent, answered that the parents of
these children were asked to withdraw them from school.
Twelve teachers did not

~nswer

the question,snd fifteen

gave answers which coulc not be classified.
There are two points to note in the responses to this
question.

One is thnt in III cases there was no provision

made for the children who were not ready to read.

The other

is thai the most frequent method of providing for these
children was by extending the reading readiness activities.
Question

1.

What reading leve! (Qrimer,

fir~!

reader,)

etc.) are your children expected to achieve?
The responses to this question varied from the ex'!

pected attainment of the primer level of reading to a grede
placement of 1.9 on a standardized reading test.

Table VII

shows that in,eleven cases, or 2.7 per cent, the expected
reading level to be attained was the primer level.

In 369
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TABLE

VI

PROVISION MADE FOR THOSE KO'l' RKi\DY TO READ

Response

None
Put in special group
Given more readiness
Given preprimer work
Given busy work
Given individual help.
Retained in grade
Withdrawn from school
No answer
Unclassified
Totals

t

Number of
cases
111
53
120
18
21
55
7
3
12
15
415

Per cent of
cases
26.8
12.8
29.0

4.4
5~0

13.0
107

.7
300
3.6
100.0

-.
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cases, or 89 per cent, the expected level was the first
reader.

In seven cases, or 1.7 per cent, the expected level

was the second reader.

In five cases, or 1.2 per cent, the

expected reading level was adjusted to suit the different
groups within the room.

In three cases, or seven-tenths per

cent, the children were expected to have started a first
reader.

In two cases, or four-tenths per cent, there was no

set goal of achievement.

In one case the expected level of

attainment was a reading gr'lde placement of 1.9.

Seventeen

responses could not be classified.
The point to be noted in this distribution is that in

369 cases first grade children were expected to achieve first
reader level of reading by the end of the year.
Q,uestion .§..

When is number work introduced?

The responses on this Question varied from an answer
of "at" once" to the answer "according to the child's need."
Table VIII, page sixty-one, shows that 152 teachers, or 36.6
per cent, "introduce number work in the first grade immediately
when school began.

Seventy-seven teachers, or 18.6 per cent,

introduced number work during the first and second months of
school.

Fifty-three teachers, or 12.8 per cent, introduced

it during the third and fourth months.

Eighty teachers, or

I

19.2 per cent, delayed the introduction of nillaber work until
the second semester of the first grade.

Seventeen teachers,

or 4.1 per cent, introduced no formal work in numbers, while
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TABLE VII
READING

L~~VEL EXP}~CTED' OF

Response

Primer
First reader
Second reader
According to groupsInto first reader
No set goal
Grade placement of 1.9
Unclassified
Totals

CHILDREN

Nwnber of
ca ses,
, 11
369
7
5
3
2
1

Per cent
of cases

2.7

89.0
1.7
1.2

.7
.4

.2

17

4.1

415

100.0
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TABLE VIII

WHEN NU1VIBER VVORK WAS IN'TRODUCED

I

Response

.At once

f

.
~

Per cent of
cases

152

36.6
-'--

First month
Second month

37
40

18.6

Third month
Fourth month

43
10

12.8

Second semester

80

19.2

No formal work

17

4.1

According to ne.ed

10

2.4

No answer
Unclassified

5
21

6.3

415

100.0

Totals

,

Nwnberof
cases
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ten teachers, or 2.4 per cent, introduced number work according to the need of the child.

Five teachers did not answer

the question, and twenty-one gave answers which could not be
classified.
Two points to be noted in these responses is that number work was introduced at once in 152 C8ses, or 36.6 per cent,
there was no formal work in arithmetic presented in the first
grade.
Question
workbook?

2.

Do

activities?

YQ~

devel£Q nlliJlber concepts through:

both?

As shown .in Table. IX, the responses to this question
indicated that 373 teachers, or )0.8 per cent, developed
number concepts through both activities and workbooks.

Nine

teachers, or 2.2 per cent, developed number concepts through
workbooks only.

Twenty-six teachers, or 6.3 per cent, devel-

oped number concepts through activities only.

Three teachers

did not answer the question.
The fact that both activities and workbooks were used
to develop number concepts is significant because the use of
workbooks indicates a more forlnal introduction to

8rithmeti~.

It is also important to note that only twenty-six teachers
developed nrnnber concepts through activities, which is the
most concrete method of introducing the child to numbers.
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TABLE IX
HOW NmtBER CONCEPTS WERE DEVELOPED

;.

,
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Question 10.

Check the

~cific

number skills your

children are expected to attain:
Counting to: 20, 50, 100
Counting by 10's
Writing to: 20, 50, 100
Counting by 5's
Recognition to: 20, 50, 100
Counting by 2's
Addition: sums under 10, Silins over 10
Subtraction: easy group hard group
The responses to this question, as shown in Table X,
indicated that the following attaimlents ",,,ere expected:
counting to one hundred in 380 cases, or 91.5 per cent;
writing nUIilbers to one hundred in' 373 cases, or 89.9 per
cent; recognition of numbers to one hundred in 362 cases, or
87.2 per cent; countinG by ten's in 384 casesi or 91.8 per
cent; counting by five's' in 368 cases, or 88.7 per cent;
counting by two's in 28) cases, or 69.3 per cent; addition
swns under ten in 336 cases, or 80.9 per cent; and the easy
'group of subtraction combinations in 251 cases, or 60.5

p~r

cent.
Other number 'skills listed included wri tten problems
ordinals, time, measurement, fractions, money, size, calendar,
I

Roman numbers, and two-digit addition.
I

The significant point in the responses to this question is that a maximum attainment in arithmetic skills was
expected in the first' grade.

This is important because most

of the skills which were checked are ordinarily placed at
the second grade level, and some even at the third grade.
Arithmetic at the first grade level is usually considered to
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TABLE X
EXPECTED ATTAINMENT IN Nm.mER SKILLS

Response

"

t

ii'

r

Counting to:
20
50
100
'Hri ting numbers to:
20
50
100
Recognition of nwo.bers to:
20
50
100
Counting by 10's
Counting by 5's
Counting by 2's
Addition:
Sums under 10SUIllS over 10
Subraction:
Easy group
Hard group
Other skills
Written problems
Ordinals
Time
Measurement
Fractions
Money
Size
Calendar
Roman nUIllbers
Two-digit addition

Number of
cases

Per cent of
cases based
on number
affirming

4
12
380

09
2.9
91.9

10
22
373

2.4
5.3
89.9

3
17
362
384
368
289

.7
4.1
87.2
91. 8
88.7
69.3

336
31

80.9
74.9

251
1

60.5
.2

15
12
37
27
6
50
14
12
2
1

306
2.9
8.9
6.5
104
10.2
3.4
2.9

.5

.2
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to be the gaining of number concepts through experiences.
~uestion

11.

'ivhen do you introduce writing?

The responses to this question varied from "the first
day" to the statement "when ready."

Table XI shows that in

170 cases, or forty-one per cent, writing was introduced
during the first week of school.

In seventy-two cases, or

17.4 per cent, it was introduced during the first month.

In

ninety- cases, or 21.6 per cent, it was introduced during the
second and third months.

In twenty-five cases, or 6 per cent,

it was introduced sometime during the first semester.

In

eleven cases, or 2.7 per cent, it was delayed until the
second se@ester.

In only nine cases, or 2.2 per cent, it

was introduced when the child was ready.

Ten teachers gave

no answer, and twenty-eight Gave answers: which could not be
classified because they interpreted the

quest~on

to mean

cursive writing.
The outstanding point in these responses is that in
170 cases, or forty-one per cent, the introduction to writing
was made during the first week of school.
Question XII.

Check the

~

of writing taught: manu-

script (Qrint); cursive.
The responses to this question, as shown in Table XII,
page sixty-eight, indicated that in 366 cases, or 88.2 per
cent, manuscript writing was taught in the first grade.

In
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TABLE

~a

WHEN WRITING VIAS INTRODU8ED

.i

.~.

68

TABLE XII
TYPE OF WRITING TAUGHT

Response

Manuscript
-Cursive
No answer
Totals

I'JWll ber' of

cs ses

Per cent of
cases

366

8e>'2

48

11.6

1

.2

415

100.0
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forty-eight cases, or 11.6 per cent, children were taught the
cursive form.

One teacher did not answer the question.

Question XIII.

If manuscript is

made to cursive in the first

taugh~,

is the

chan~

~rade?

The responses to this question, as shown in Table XIII,
indicated that in 320 cases, or 86.9 per cent, the change
from manuscript to cursive writing was not made in the first
grade.

In forty-eight cases, or 13.1 per cent, the change

to cursive writing was

I~18de

during the second semester of

the first grade.
Question XIV.

Check all !he following which you in-

clude in lour 12.E0gram:
~hildren),

hour,

~onversa

activities or

musi~

ti::..:n t iIile, s to1'y-tellin§. (by

~ojects,

triQs, art,

~~es,

story

anQ. rhytQmns, res t 12.10'1' iod .

The responses to this question, as shown in Table
XIV, page seventy-one, indicrJted that 377 CRses, or 90.8 per
cent, had a time for conversation in the first grade program.

Three hundred fifty-nine, or 86.5 per cent, provided

for story-telling by the children; 308, or 74.3 per cent,
had activities or projects; 156, or 37.6 per cent, made

trips~

389, or 93.5 per cent, had art; four hundred, or 96.4 per
cent, included games; 413, or 99.4 per cent, had a story
hour; 393, or 94.7 per cent, had Ill.usic and rhythmns; and 373,
or 89.9 per cent, had a rest period.

The only one of these
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TABLE XIII

=

Response

Yes

No

IJumber of
cases

Per cent of
cases

48

13.1

320

86.9
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T~~BLI~

XIV

ACTIVITIES IHCLUD-:ED IN FIHSrr

Response

COIlversation
story-telling
Projects
Trips
Art
Games
Story·hour
~';usic

Hest period

G](n}:~

Nuraber of
cases

377
359
308
156
389
400
413
393

373

PROGRM,jS

Per cent of
cases based
on nW;lber
affirming

90.8
86.5
74.3

37.6
93.5
96.4
j9.5
94.7
89.9

I

j ' ' ' '- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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activities which was not widely prncticed by teachers was
going on trips.
Question

xv.

What

1U~

of grading system do

~ us~?

The responses to this question varied from the letter
grades A-B-C-D-F, or their
to the parents.

equivale~ts,

to letters written

Table XV showns that in 258 cases, or 62.2

per cent, the letter grades A-B-C-D-F were the type of marks
used.
Sand

In ninety-four cases, or 22.6 per cent, the letters

g,

standing for Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory, were

the type used.

In eighteen cases, or 4.3 per cent, the let-

ters Sand U were used

~uring

the first semester, and the

letters A-B-C-D-F were used during the second semester.

In

nine cases, or 2.2 per cent , letters reporting progress to
parents were the only form of report card used.

In fifteen

cases, or 3.6 per cent, other types of grading were reported
which. included the following:

Good--Average--Poor, four casei;

Commendable--Improving--Lacking, one case; the numbers, 1-2-

3-4-5, two cases; Checks, seven cases; Excellent--Good-Improving, one case.

In fifteen cases the answers could not

be classified, and in six cases the question was not answered.
The point to note in these responses is that in 258
cases, or 62.2 per cent, the most cODillonly used form of
«
~
~

J.

I
:i

grading used in the first grade was the letters A-B-C-D-F.
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TABLE AV
GR..i\DING SYSTlEl.I USED

Response

Letters (A-B-C, etc. )

S -- U

Letters to parents
S--U and A-B-C-D-F
Others
Unclassified
No answer
Totals

.

"

NWllber of
'cases

Per cent of
cases

258
94
9
18
15
15
6

62.2
22.7
2.2
4.3
3.6
3.6
1.4

415

100.0
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Question XVI.

Do you feel too much is expected of

your children?
The responses to this question were either a plain
~

Dnd a plain no,

or a qualified yes, and a qualified no.

Those who gave the latter type of response qualified their
answers with added corunents.

Table XVI shows that ninety-

five teachers, or 23 per cent, thought too much was expected
of first gra[le children.

One hundred ninety-nine teachers,

or 48 per cent, did not think too'much was
eight teachers, or 14 per cent, answered
their answers.

expeoted.

~,

Fifty-

but qualified

Sixty-one, or 15 per cent, answered no, but

qualified their answers.
The point to be noted concerning these responses is
that there were 199 teachers who did not think too much was
expected of first grade children.
SWI1.Illarz.

The analysis of the questionnaire data re-

vealed the following important results:
1.

The enrollment in first grade in 65.8 per cent of

the cases exceeded twenty-five per room, with 58.7 per cent
in the range between twenty-six and forty per room.
2.
c

The minimu.rn age for school entrance in 50.4 per

cent of the cases was five years eight months, and in 83.1
per cent of the cases the minimu.rn age was below six years.

3.

In 74 per cent of the cases first grade children

had not attended kindergarten.

7,5

TABLE XVI
"VAS TOO IJUCH EXPECTED OF CHILDT1EN?

Response

Number of
.ca se s

Per cent of
cases

Yes

95

23.0

No

199

48.0

Qualified yes

58

14.0

Qualified no

61

15.0

415

100.0

Totals
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4.

A reading readiness program of from four to eight

weeks was carried on in 61.2 per cent of the cases.

Intro-

duction to fornial reeding in 59.5 per cent of the cases was
not made until the completion of the readiness program.

In

only a small number of cases was it indicated that formal
reading was postponed until the child was ready.

5.
cases

The avera be reading program in 89 per cent of the

re~uired

the completion of a first reader by the end

of the yes r.

6.

The most frequent method of providing for those

who were not ready to begin reading in 29 per cent of the
cases was through more reading readiness.

Almost as many

teachers, 26.8 per cent, reported that no provision was made
for these children.
j'

7.
I~

\~

,

Nwnber work 'Nas introduced at the beginning of the

school year in 36.6 per cent of the cases.

In 90.8 per cent

~

of the cases nllilber concepts were developed through both
workbooks and activities.

ForDlsl instruction in nwnbers was

postponed until a later grade in only a small number of cases.

8.

A maxlmum attainment in number skills was expected.

These included counting, reading, and writing numbers to one
hundred; counting by ten's, five's, and two's; addition, sums
under ten; and subtraction of the easy group.

9.

Manuscript writing was the form used in 88.2 per

cent of the cases, and only a small number made the change to
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cursive writing during the first grade.

In 40.9 per cent of

the cases writing was introduced during the first week in
school.
10.

Most teachers included in their program the fol-

lowing activities:

conversation time, story telling, pro-

jects, games, art, story hour, music, and rest period.

Trips

were included less frequently.
11.
the C8ses
12.

The type of Gr8ding system in 62.2 per cent of
W3S

A-B-C-D-F.

In only 23 per cent of the cases the teachers

responded that they thought the attainments expected of first
grade children were exceSSlve.

J\lDlOst 50 per cent indicated

that the present stand, rds were satisfactory and an additional 15 per cent expressed feelings in the same direction
even though they Qualified their answers o

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS f\ND RECm'IT\~ElITD1\TIONS

The problem of this investigation

W3S

to obtain data

concerning curricular require@ents for first gr8de children
in Indiana and to compare these requirements with the available knovvledue of the levels of lil8tUl'Qtioll to discover if
they v"ere in harmony or in conflict '.. ith the levels of 11CltUration.

One source of data of this investigation was the examination of courses of study for city school systems to obtain
from them the requirements of curricula at the first grade
level.

The results of this part of the investigation in-

dicated that, of the seven systems which sent curriculuo
materiels, three were insufficient for complete analysis;
three stated specific requirements for first grade; and one
had no content of curriculum stated specifically--tlu'lt is to
say, no set goals for the first grade.
Two of the systems giving specific requirements were
adaptive and flexible in the organization and application of
those requirements.

These systems gave considerable time to

reading readiness·, and limited the amount of reading to be
achieved.

7,9
The trend of these two systems appeared to be to delay
reading until the children had been given a neaningful bACkground of experiences, and to linit the a@ount of reading
material to be covered so that the averabe child could make
satisfactory progress
sure.

witho~t

being put under too Duch pres-

This trend would seeu to agree with the current views

of the program best adapted to the levels of maturation of
the first grade child.
The other system which stated specific

re~uire@ents

was more conservative in the approach to the content of the
curriculum.

Reading readiness was carried on chiefly in the

kindergarten, and formal reading was introduced soon after
the child entered the first grade.
\

(~

The expected level of

attaillLlent was the first rec' uer, with considerable progress
in the various types of reading skills.

Proficiency in

writing was also expected.
This

syste~,

being more conservative, tended to con-

centrate the first grade program on reading and writing, and
to make sOl,Jewha t exac t ing requireI..1en ts, which were less in .
harmony with maturation levels.
The number skills expected in two systems consisted
chiefly of counting, reading and writing numbers to one
hundred.

N~ber

supplement~d

skills were deve,loped through activities

by workbooks.

The trend was to keep the require-

ments of number skills to a minimwn and to make their mastery
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more obJective.

The trend is in general agreement with the

conclusions of the authorities regardinc the grade placement
of ari thIilPtical concepts.
All the systems used manuscript writing, and the
change to cursive was not ma·'e during the first Grade.

Intro-

duction to writing, in the main, tended to be eHrly in the
school year.

Manuscript writing was the accepted fOTIJ for

first gr.':!.e, but it was reco:,lclelJded that the introduction to
all writing be delayed until the child had had ample time to
adjust and until he showed

readin~ss

from the standpoint of

motor coordinations.
In"two systems the minimum age for school entrance
was six years, and six years, six months, respectively.

A

trend to accomodate the program of first grade to the maturity of the child is indicated here.

A child who is six or

more chronologically when he enters school is TIore likely to
be at a stage of development that is conducive to the attainment of academic skills.
The system that was most in harnony with the present
knowledge of the norms of maturation was the one that had no
set goals of attainment.

Content and sequences of curriculum

were planned in keeping with the needs and capacities of the
child.

Objectives were set up in terms of child development,

and curricu;LWll experiences were very flexible.

Learning

levels were not outlined as applicable to each grade, and

£'1
children were not labeled and categorized so that they had to
meet certain standards.
The philosophy of '3d uca t ion in thi s sys t 8/'1 i'lCl icn tes
cOIl1ple t e harmony with the type of firs t grade progrc'l.1 c onsidered to be best adapted to the maturation of the first

II.

CONCLUSIONS FROId THE.:;J,tmsTIONNl,IHE

The results of the questionnaire study indicated certain significant trends of curriculUQ practice in township
and small town schools.

These trends, as a whole, show that

the requirements of first grade children are fairly high,
and demand the maximum attainment of even the average child.
1.

The results showed that many rooms had an enroll-

ment of over twenty-five children, with a heavy concentration
between twenty-six and forty.

An enrollment of more than

twenty-five in the" first grade means that the children will
get less individual attention at a time when they most nep,d
such attention.
true.

The higher the enrollment, the more this is"

A teacher who has forty or more children in her room

cannot adequately study each child in terms of strengths,
weaknesses, abilities, attitUdes, and family background,and
apply this to the proper guidance and direction of his educational experiences.
2.

It was brought out in the results of this study
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that the minimum age for school entrance was in most cases
under six years, with the mode at five years, eieht months.
This means that one-third or more of the children entering
first grade will not be six when they stcrt to school.

These

children are likely to be at a maturation level which is not
equal to the school tasks that will be required of them.

3.

The study also disclosed the fact that very few

first grade children in township and small town schools have
had kindergarten experience.

Th~

adjustments these children

must make when they enter school are multitudinous.

The

transition from home to school is not an easy one even when
the child has attended kindergarten, but for the child who
has not had that experience the emotional tension and conflict may interfere with satisfactory progress in school for
a long time.
The results discusspd above--large enrollments, minimum age for school entrance, and lack ?f kinderGarten experience--are important considerations when taking into account
the high expectations of attaillilent for the first grade.

4.

The results showed that there was a concentration

of the first grade program around reading, writing, and arith~
metical skills.

Although a reading readiness program was

provided by most teachers, the amount of reading to be covered during the first grade was excessive.

It is not possible

to spend from four to eight weeks developing reading readiness

8,3
in children who have not had the advantage of kindergarten,
and also complete more than five hundred pages of reading
material without putting children under considerable pressure.

Smlewhere along the way, part of the material will

have to be too hurriedly covered for most of the children
to grasp it.

5.

The fact that there is a readiness program in

most first grade rooms does indicate that there is an awareness that children should not.
mal reading situation.

b~

abruptly pushed into a for-

The fect that no provision was made

for those children who did not develop reading readiness in
such a large number of cases also indicates that the adjustment of the curriculum to the child is not carried out to a
very great extent.

6.

The high attainment in number skills which was

expected in the majority of cases is highly significant.
The skills which

w~re

listed on the questionnaire were, for

the most part, those generally expected at the second grade
level.

Some, such as addition facts with smus over ten, and

the subtraction facts are often not introduced until the
third grade.

Yet, the results of this question showed that

mastery of these skills was expected in the first grade.

7.

Number work was introduced at the beginning of the

school year! and the majority of the teachers used both activities and workbooks to develop number concepts.

The use of

workbooks in the first grade number program always requires a
formal presentation of aritrunetical concepts.

Children are

confronted with these concepts in a rather abstract form.
Workbooks also contain a lot of reading material, most of
which is too difficult for a first grade child to read even by
the end of the year.

The use of workbooks promotes a strong

tendency to rely too heavily upon them as a teaching device.
NQmber facts are often presented as such without sufficient
concrete experiences to develop 'nwnbe:c neaninc.

This study

has alr'c;ady brought out the foct the t the menorization of
nillilber facts is of little value to children in the first
grade.
The current practice in the teaching of numbers, then,
tends to be excessive in the skills required, and not in accordance with the available knowledge of the most advisable
grade placement of arithmetic topics.
8.
cases.

Manuscript writing was used in the majority of

The introduction to writing, however, was rnade during

the first week of school by almost half of the teachers.

It

may be asswl1ed that this e:lrly introduction to writing was

.

made because the manuscript style was regarded as being simple
enough to be taughtirmnediately, without a period of readiness

or allowing for adjustment to the school situation.

The

abrupt introduction to any subject without allowing for a
period of adjustment and readiness is not in accordance with

$5

what are considered good techni~ues of teaching.

9.

The study showed thel t in mos t cases the first

grade program included such activities as conversation time,
story-telling by children, projects, trips, games, 3rt, story
hour, music, and rest period.

hlthough these octivities Are

considered to be indispensable to a well-rounded progrolli for
first erode, their inclusion by 80St teachers
be significant.

ru8Y

or may not

The questionnaire did not indicnte how these

activities livere interpreted.
have been in terpre teo

C3[

nest period, for eX8Itlple, may

Lieaning the re ces:) in terui:: ions.

The reS)O~3~S 114 ~Gt indiccte how these Activities were
carried out, nor how much time wos Given to them.

In view

of the fact that the maximum attainment in aC3(18Llic skills
was expected of first Grade children, it may be supposed that
not much time could have been given to these other activities.
10.

The type of grading system most frequently used

for evaluating the progress of first £rade children was the
letter grClces A-B-C-D-F.

A marking systelil such ClS this tends

to make evaluation a competitive criterion.
,>

<

It necessitates

a fine differentiation of ability that has little value for

.~

the school beginner.
"
~

,i
~

tend to discourage

:

upon him.

a

Letter grades creote bad attitUdes, and
child or cause pressure to be brought

Marks of this kind actually tell very little about

I

the child's progress in school.
The form of report which is best adapted for the evalu-

ation of the school beginner is the informal letter written
to parents, or a personal conference with them.

The study

showed thnt this form of reporting was used by only a smail
per cent of the cases.
Some of the responses indicated that the teachers did
not approve of the letter grades.

They expressed their dis-

satisfaction by adding COII1I1lents such as these:
grades--the most antiquated type;1I
grades;"

"should be discontinue'd;"

the county requires it."

"We use letter

1I01d-fashioned letter
"I do not like it, but

Comm.ents such as these were few,

but they indicated a marked disagreement with the letter
grade type of marking system.
11.

The responses to the last question were the most

significant of all.

The question asked was:

too much is expected of your children?"

l~
f'

"Do you feel

In almost 50 per

cent of the cases, the teachers answered no.

As these teachers

expected the maximum attainment in academic skills, there is
the implicatio"n that they were not aware of the limitations
of the maturation of the six-year-old.

Some of the comments

which were added to their answers emphasize a lack of understanding of the gradients of growth.
"

A few of these com-

ments were:
By my standard,!!£. From the standpoint of some
modern educators, yes o
I think that the child grasps more in first grade
than in any other gradeo
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The more you expect, the more they learn to do.
Not
study.
out as
in the
grade.

when there is so much expected in our course of
• • It is up to the first grade teacher to put
much as possible if the child keeps up the work
second grade and also be prepared for the third

Each child reacts and measures up to his own abilities.
Our standard is high in this school and this community. The second rOOIll teacheI' expects the pupils I
send her to be able to read. The parents expect it,
too. We are cranky about the reading being word perfect. In readinG class if B word is miscalled, the
class h~s the privile~e of sByinB, no. Then the child
re-reads and finds the mistake.
-Iv1any of the teachers who answered either
qualified their answers.

~

or no

Those who answered no Clualified it

by saying, "not for the average child;" "not for most of the
group;"

"not when

childr~"m

are ready; It

"not if you have a

good group of children;" "not under normal conditions," or
"not for children who are well past six and mentally alert."
These comments evade the issue.

It may well be granted that

if, in any first grade room, there is a good group of children who are ready, well past six, and mentally alert, the
achievement expected may not be too much.
The teachers who answered

~

answers add ed the following corom.ents:

and qualified their

"yes, in reading;" "yes, since they have no kindergarten;"
"yes, for the

ti~e

they have;" "yes, for at least half of

the children;" or "yes, for some groups,"
responses are et a

~itterent

.

"yes, in number work;"

These qualified

kind from those given for the
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.££ answers, and indicate an awareness that the requirements
made are sometimes hard on both children and teachers.
There were some teachers who were very much aware of
the excessive demands made of their children.

They indi-

cated this by adding, ItDefinitely" to their ~, or heavily
underlining it.

Some expressed themselves more extensively.

A few of these are well worth quoting.
"I wish to state it this waY,1t wrote one.

ItWhile we

have a very understanding administrative body and one that
wants its teachers to feel relaxed at their work, I always
feel pressed for time. 1t
Another stated, "ItWith over five hundred words to teach
in first grade by pUShing, coaxing, and pleading, it takes
the joy out of reading for both pupil and teacher. 1t
ItTo cover the work as thoroughly

8S

I would like to

do," wrote another,tlis impossible with as many readers,
workbooks, etc., as we are supposed to cover, and with

th~

number of children I have in each group."
still another commented, ItToo much formal work.
Since we have so many children at so early an age, we should
be

~llowed

more time for a socializing program; however, we

feel we don't have time to cover our outlined work if we spend
time socializing the immature ones.

There may be more econ-

omy in a socializing plan, but with four groups covering a
certain amount of work, it is difficult to spend ffiuchtime on
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a freer program."
One who was keenly aware of all the difficulties encountered wrote very expressively.

"I am much concerned

about the children that are not ready for the above things,"
she said.

"I feel that they should progress at their own rate

of speed and not be subjected to the term failure.

It is not

clear in my mind how the primary school can level off into
the fourth grade.

We proillDte or fail in first grade largely

on the ability to read

satisfac~orily;

and always and always

there is a low bracket group . • • . who do not travel by airplane or bus, or even by horse and buggy, but just trudge
along on foot (then cut circles.
grow

~.)

aro~nd

teacher when they

I wish we the teachers and they the parents could

get over the idea that we leArn to read in the first three
grades and read to learn ever after."
In swmuary, the results of the questionnaire study
showed that the maximum attairuuents in reading, numbers, and
writing were required for first grade children.

These re-

quirements are not in accordance with the available knowledge
of the maturation levels of the averabe child of six years.
When there has been no kindergarten experience, and the minimum age for school 'entrance is most frequently five years
and eight months, these high requirements demand almost the
impossible of the child.

Nearly half of the teachers who

answered the questionnaire were not aware that excessive de-
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mands were made, which indicates a probable lack of knowledge
of the nonns of child development.
II.

RECQI;],,:mTDJ\TIONS

It is the belief of the
tage of failure in the first

1

\v:':'

i tel' tha t the high percen-

b~Gde

is the result of the

reluctance of teachers and administrators to plan a
adaptive nnd
grade.

le~s

exactinG

pl'o~l'am

mo~e

for children in this

The follovdng re COlll181-;.d ,:'t ions Dre s ubbe~c; ted as

8

possible means of correcting the situation:
1.

Kindergarten should be made an inte£ral part of

the public school program in Indiana.

It is incompatible

with the democratic concept of equal educational opportunities that so few children have the advantage of kindergarten experiences before they enter the first grade.
2.

The minimwa

advanced to six ye£u's.

a~e

for school entrance should be

Too many im1l1ature children enter

first [;l'[lde who Lire not l'e3dy even physicully to

00')8

\lith

the school experiences.

3.

Teachers in Indiana need more in-service training

in the field of child development, and a wider knowledge of
the implication of the norms of developruent in relation to

.,,

the curricular requirements at all grade levels.

4.

Administrators of school systems need to be made

aware that the solution to the educational problems they meet

~l

does not lie in placing a greater burden for ottairunent upon
children at the first grade level.

5.

There is need for an effective program of parent

educ; tion which vvill give the 1.211e i,lOre insic,ht into the ohjectives of education.

Better understanding of the problems

which little children face when they enter school would help
prevent too high standnrds being set up by the home.

..
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